Recently developed reduced models of proteins with knowledge-based force fields have been applied to a specific case of comparative modeling. From twenty high resolution protein structures of various structural classes, significant fragments of their chains have been removed and treated as unknown. The remaining portions of the structures were treated as fixed -i.e., as templates with an exact alignment. Then, the missed fragments were reconstructed using several modeling tools. These included three reduced types of protein models: the lattice SICHO (Side Chain Only) model, the lattice CABS (Cα + Cβ + Side group) model and an off-lattice model similar to the CABS model and called REFINER. The obtained reduced models were compared with more standard comparative modeling tools such as MODELLER and the SWISS-MODEL server. The reduced model results are qualitatively better for the higher resolution lattice models, clearly suggesting that these are now mature, competitive and complementary (in the range of sparse alignments) to the classical tools of comparative modeling. Comparison between the various reduced models strongly suggests that the essential ingredient for the sucessful and accurate modeling of protein structures is not the representation of conformational space (lattice, off-lattice, all-atom) but, rather, the specificity of the force fields used and, perhaps, the sampling techniques employed. These conclusions are encouraging for the future application of the fast reduced models in comparative modeling on a genomic scale.
Introduction
The gap between the number of known protein sequences and the number of solved three-dimensional structures is rapidly increasing despite the enormous efforts of structural genomics projects [1] [2] [3] . Thus, the ability to theoretically predict protein structure is one of the most important challenges of computational molecular biology [4, 5] . For at least 60% of the newly sequenced proteins, it is possible to match their sequences to another sequence (that is similar or related through evolution) for which the structure is already solved. This provides a starting point for comparative modeling where the known structure is used as a template for model building [6, 7] . There * To whom correspondence should be addressed. E mail: kolinski@chem.uw.edu.pl are various approaches to this stage of comparative modeling -the actual building of a model with computational tools. The most well known of these is the method proposed by Sali and Blundell [8] . This method is used by MODELLER, a versatile computer program for comparative modeling [7] . MODELLER extracts distance restraints from a template (or templates), builds the consensus model of the aligned part of the query protein, and fills-in the loops using the best fitting fragment from the structural database (in a newer version of MODELLER a loop optimization is employed [9] ). Two versions of the MODELLER algorithm were used, a standard one and a modified one with predicted secondary structure superimposed. The second one leads to somewhat better results. Ten examples of loops were generated for each test protein and the best selected for the final analysis. The resulting structures can be subsequently refined using the classical methods of molecular mechanics. The improvement of the models due to refinement is usually marginal, and therefore the refinement step is generally not done. A somewhat different approach is implemented in SWISS-MODEL, a fully automated structure homology-modeling server [10] , accessible via the ExPASy server (http://us.expasy.org). The 'framework' for the modeling is built as an average structure obtained from the best superimposition of the detected (via sequence alignments) templates [11] . The loop building technique resembles that of MOD-ELLER. In its final step, SWISS-MODEL performs energy minimization using the GROMOS force field [12] .
Recently, we developed a series of reduced protein models [13, 14] (lattice and off-lattice) that proved to be very useful tools for studying the protein folding process [15] and the prediction of protein structure [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . These models have different geometric resolution, but similar force fields. The relatively high resolution and specificity of these reduced models enables their applications in comparative modeling where local details play an important role; i.e., the resolution of the produced models is expected to be high [19] . Indeed, CASP (Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction) experiments have proven that the reduced models have now become competitive with approaches that employ all-atom detailed representations and atomic level force fields [18, 23] .
Essential for most approaches of comparative (or homology) modeling is to have as good as possible initial sequence alignment (or several alignments) of the query sequence to the sequence of the template [23] (or templates). Various procedures can be used to build the alignments. As a result, comparison of various molecular modeling tools, applied subsequently, becomes somewhat ambiguous. To disentangle these two issues, here we consider a more controlled experiment. Specifically, from a set of proteins (of known structure), fragments of their structures were removed and then rebuilt using various modeling programs. The fragments contained 1-3 randomly selected, consecutive secondary structure elements (α-helices, β-strands) with connecting loops. The average content of regular secondary structure in the modeled fragments was the same as for the entire structures. The length of the removed fragments varied from 10 to 29 residues. Thus, in most cases, the task goes significantly beyond the typical loop-building approach of classical comparative modeling [9] , where the missed fragments are usually 2-7 residues long (although sometimes they are longer). Furthermore, in a couple of cases, the removed fragments constitute a part of the protein core. These more difficult cases should help with estimating the limitations of various approaches. All methods employed in this work start from the same (ideal) alignment. Parenthetically, let us note that such an approach has another practical application -i.e., building a complete model from incomplete experimentally solved structures. For various reasons, a significant fraction of the protein structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) is incomplete. There are twenty protein structures in the test set, varying in size from 69 to 295 residues. These randomly selected nonhomologous proteins represent various structural classes: all α, β and α/β. It appears that the number of proteins in the test set, while not large, is sufficient for at least a preliminary comparison of various modeling methods. Several modeling tools are compared in this work. Three distinct reduced models developed in our lab employ a very different representation of proteins [18] . The crudest (but the fastest) is the SICHO (SIde CHain Only) model, where only the united atoms representing the center of mass of the side groups and the backbone Cα are explicitly treated [14] . The second model examined is the CABS model, where a residue is represented by up to three united groups (the Cα carbon, the Cβ and the center of the remaining portion of the side chain, where applicable). The third type of reduced models is an off-lattice, continuous space model (REFINER), based on a reduced representation similar to that of the CABS model. The results obtained with these simplified modeling tools are compared with the molecular models generated using MODELLER and SWISS-MODEL. In all cases, a fully automated version of each modeling tool was employed, and no human intervention in the modeling process was allowed. The main purpose of this work is to test the range of applicability of the reduced models of proteins in a well-controlled (yet limited to a single fragment reconstruction), comparative modeling experiment. More complete, and probably more typical, studies of homology modeling will be described in a forthcoming work. The implications of the proposed methodology for the large-scale comparative modeling of genomes are briefly discussed. 
Methods
Three different reduced protein models were tested: the SICHO lattice model, the CABS lattice model and the REFINER off-lattice model with up to three united atoms per residue. From the set of twenty test protein structures, relatively large fragments were removed and then rebuilt without any a priori information about their native structure passed on to the modeling program. This was done by first projecting the test protein onto a reduced representation (lattice or off-lattice, respectively). Then, the selected fragment of structure is removed, and the corresponding fragment is inserted in a random conformation. During the simulations, the remainder of the structure was kept fixed except for the two residues flanking the modeled fragment. The lowest energy structure was selected from each trajectory as the final structure for further analysis. The results for various reduced models were compared with the models generated via more standard procedures based on an all-atom representation of protein structure.
The SICHO model
This model employs an extremely simplified representation of polypeptide chains. The model chain consists of a string of beads representing the centers of mass of the side chains plus the Cα atoms. The beads are restricted to a simple cubic lattice with a lattice spacing equal to 1.45 Å. Thus, the average accuracy of a projection of a protein structure onto lattice is about 0.8 Å, as measured from the centers of mass of the side chains or from the Cαs (see below). Due to the various sizes of the side chains and their various internal conformations, the virtual bonds span a broad range of lengths that reflect the distribution seen in protein structures (see Figure 1) . Cαs are treated implicitly (with their approximate coordinates computed from the positions of the three closest side chains) and provide a framework for definition of interactions that mimic the effect of the main chain hydrogen bonds. Here, in contrast to numerous previous applications of the SICHO model [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , only statistical potentials (the same for all proteins) were used. The generic force field contains the following components: sequence independent local conformational bias towards protein-like conformational stiffness, a model of main chain hydrogen bonding (dependent on the mutual positions of the Cα atoms), sequence dependent shortrange secondary preferences, orientation dependent pairwise interactions of the side chains, a one-body centrosymmetric burial potential and multibody potentials mimicking the hydrophobic effect and an implicit solvent. The SICHO model (as well as the two remaining models described below) employs the Replica Exchange Monte Carlo [24, 25] (REMC) sampling technique to sample conformational space. We used 20 replicas distributed in a wide range of temperatures. At high temperatures the modeled fragments sampled the random coil regime, while at the lowest temperature the modeled fragment exhibited only small local fluctuations with amplitudes smaller than the accuracy of the method. The lowest energy structure from the lowest temperature replica was used as a final model for comparison with the other approaches. The computational cost of a simulation of a single protein depends on the size of the fragment modeled and varies from 5 min (1 GHz PC) for the shortest fragments represented by the SICHO model up to 1 h for the longest fragments simulated by the REFINER model. The details of the SICHO representation and its knowledge-based force can be found in several previous publications [13, 14, 19, 26] , and the potentials can be obtained by downloading from the web site http://www.biocomp.chem.uw.edu.pl. Finally, it is important to note that the actual accuracy of the SICHO model is lower than the assumed lattice resolution and is in the range of 2-3 Å. This is due to some necessary (related to the lattice representation) geometrical ambiguities of the potentials. The advantage of the SICHO model with respect to the higher resolution models described below is its computational speed resulting from a very flexible and fast local dynamics.
CABS model
In this work, we employed a higher resolution CABS model (a somewhat lower resolution CABS model has been described elsewhere [22] ). The acronym CABS stands for the three centers of interactions per residue treated in an explicit way: alpha carbon (CA), beta carbon (B) and center of mass of the remaining side chain atoms (S). The alpha carbon (Cα) trace of the model is restricted to an underlying cubic lattice with a lattice spacing equal to 0.61 Å (see Figure 2) . In lattice units, the distance between consecutive Cαs varies from 29 1/2 to 49 1/2 . This implies that the Cα-Cα distance is allowed to fluctuate between 3.29 Å and 4.27 Å. Such fluctuations speed up the model's dynamics. The number of possible orientations (lattice vectors) of the virtual Cα-Cα bonds is equal to 800. Consequently, the model essentially avoids any lattice-related artifacts (anisotropy, etc.). The Cβ and side chains are located off-lattice, and their positions are calculated for each residue using the coordinates of three consecutive Cαs as a reference frame. For each amino acid, two rotamers (the most probable according to the statistics of the structural database) are defined -one for expanded conformations and one for more compact conformations (depending on the value of the planar angle of the main chain Cα trace). These two rotamers (and two distinct positions of the Cβs) correspond roughly to the average positions of the side chains (and Cβs) in helical and expanded (β-type) conformations, respectively. The knowledge based force field is designed in a very similar fashion to that of the SICHO model. The details of the geometric definitions and the potentials themselves can be downloaded from our web site (http://www.biocomp.chem.uw.edu.pl). For the readers' convenience, the more complex elements of the model force field are outlined in the Appendix (see also Figures 3 and 4 for reference). 
REFINER: an off-lattice CABS-like model
This model is very similar in its design to the CABS model, except that it is not restricted to any lattice. Small differences in the force field are related to the continuous space representation. For instance, the side chain pairwise interactions are distance-dependent interpolations of the statistical potentials derived in the form of histograms from the analysis of known protein structures. The only qualitative change in representation (not very significant for the model performance) is the different description of the larger side chains, which are divided onto two united atoms, usually at the point of their maximum conformational flexibility (see Figure 5 ). Multiple rotameric states of the side chains are allowed in the model and controlled via a set of potentials derived from the statistical analysis of a representative set of crystallographic structures. These changes were intended to increase the spatial resolution of the model. Sampling was again done with the help of the REMC algorithm.
Results and discussion
The results of loop modeling (or, more precisely, fragment remodeling) are compared in Table 1 . The first four columns provide the basic data on the 20 protein test systems. Included are proteins of various lengths, with various lengths of removed fragments, and various structural classes. The second block of three columns provides the final cRMSD (coordinate root-mean square deviation from the crystallographic structure after appropriate superimposition) data for the molecular models generated with the SICHO algorithm. The first column gives the cRMSD for the entire protein after the best superimposition with the crystallographic structure. The second column gives the cRMSD values for just the reconstructed fragment after its best superimposition with the corresponding fragment of the crystallographic structure. The third column, the most conservative measure of the model quality, gives cRMSD for the fragment under the condition that only the fixed part of the structure is used to produce superimposition. All values of the cRMSDs are calculated for the Cα atoms for the lowest energy conformations in the pseudo-trajectories (for the lowest temperature replica) obtained in REMC simulations. The results would certainly be somewhat better (i.e., lower cRMSD values) if the trajectory was clustered and a more elaborate fold selection performed [27] . Alternatively, the all-atom models could be reconstructed [28] and used for the selection of the best structure. Here, we opt for the most straightforward comparison of various methods. Clearly, our results for SICHO are consistent with the range of accuracy of this model observed in earlier comparative modeling computational experiments [17] . The next two blocks of Table 1 give the results for the higher resolution CABS lattice model and for the continuous space REFINER. Interestingly, the higher resolution lattice and off-lattice models are essentially of the same quality and accuracy, and the average results are significantly better than for the SICHO model. However, in a couple of cases, the SICHO results were slightly better. Different modeling tools work differently for particular cases.
A more detailed comparison of the CABS and RE-FINER results shows that the lattice simulations are more consistent. REFINER builds several exceptionally good models, but it also builds a few very bad models. REFINER seems to win in cases of shorter and structurally more regular fragments. The reason is most likely related to the much better sampling efficiency of the lattice model, and may also be related to the somewhat more carefully designed averaged hydrophobic terms of the force field of the lattice model. The results from MODELLER and SWISS-MODEL are qualitatively poorer in almost all cases. Most striking is the comparison of the quality of placing the fragments with respect to the fixed parts of the struc- RMSD -coordinate RMSD (root-mean-square deviation of the Cα trace from native for entire structure; FRAG -RMSD for the fragment (only the inserted fragment superimposed); NOS. -No superimposition on the fragment. Fragment RMSD after best superimposition of the remainder of the structure. Empty lines for SwissModel means the server refused to build the fragment with fixed remainder of the structure. ture. The best (and the most conservative) measure is the cRMSD of the fragment when the superimposition of the models is done only on the fixed part (the numbers are given in the third columns of each block of data in Table 1 ). The average difference is huge -4.5 Å against 8.7 Å for CABS and MODELLER (7.1 for MODELLER with the secondary structure superimposed), respectively -and is correlated with the length of the reconstructed fragment (on average, the longer the fragment, the larger the advantage of the reduced models). MODELLER seems to perform better than SWISS-MODEL since the average cRMSD for the fragments is smaller. SWISS-MODEL frequently builds essentially random conformations of several fragments (with cRMSDs typical for high-temperature random coil conformations seen in the lattice simulations) and, in a few cases, it was impossible to maintain the initial conformation of the fixed portions of the molecules. Of course, this comparison does not intend to devalue the standard techniques of molecular modeling. It is rather to show that the reduced modeling is a complementary approach in situations where rather significant parts of structures need to be modeled in an ab initio fashion. It also should be mentioned that other ab initio methods could possibly handle the problem of fragment reconstruction [29] [30] [31] . However, in order to make a quantitative comparison, the access to source codes and their modifications would be required. This was beyond the scope of this work. Additional comparison of various methods is provided in Figures 6-8 , where the final models are shown for three more illustrative cases of protein structures from the test set. In a few cases, modeling with the reduced models was clearly unsuccessful. The most obvious are the 1hfh and 1np4 results obtained from the off-lattice model. A closer inspection of these cases shows that the failure was due to inability to insert the missing fragment inside of the structure. In these cases the more flexible (and faster sampling) lattice CABS model managed to build better structures. This suggests possible avenues for improvement by enhancing the efficiency of conformational sampling. A related problem is how to identify low quality models (which are rare) in the large-scale modeling exercises. A possible approach may employ a consistency test; if the models from various techniques are close to each other, it is likely that these models are of good quality. Less accurate SICHO models could also be used for reference but not necessarily for building the consensus structures. Another possibility is to use fullatom models for the final evaluation [18, 27] . Tools exist for rapid and accurate reconstruction of atomic details from the reduced model coordinates [28] . Of course, there is a 'brute force' solution to the problem of these poor quality models by allowing relaxation of the entire chain. This is beyond the scope of the present work, and the appropriate analysis will be published in the near future. Genomic scale comparative modeling experiments with the reduced models described here are now underway. The accuracy of the produced models, while still too low for some purposes, approaches the level of accuracy for large-scale approximate drug-design screening, protein-protein docking and related tasks. 
Conclusions
In this work, we applied three recently developed reduced models of proteins to the test of the quality of the resulting reconstruction of missed protein structure fragments. The results are encouraging; in most cases it was possible to build good quality structures in a fully automated procedure. The newer, higher resolution models (CABS and REFINER) perform systematically better than the older SICHO model. The average difference is about 1 Å cRMSD for the entire structures and 2 Å cRMSD for the reconstructed fragments (measured for the Cα-traces), which is significant. The accuracy of the obtained reduced models seems to be qualitatively better than the accuracy of the models resulting from the automated application of more standard comparative modeling tools. Thus, the reduced model approaches complement the classical techniques in cases where a significant part of a protein structure needs to be built in essentially ab initio fashion.
The well-controlled experiment of fragment reconstruction was done for the purpose of easy comparison of the various approaches. With a fixed (and exact) alignment of the main part of the structures, we reconstructed relatively large fragments not necessarily limited to the loop regions. For loop reconstruction, this exercise constitutes a relatively difficult test. It may prove useful for computational completion of experimental structures that have gaps. This is, however, not the most typical type of application of comparative modeling. More challenging tasks need to deal with possible inaccuracies of the entire alignment to the template, and the ability to correct the template structure for distantly homologous cases. Such applications were done during CASP5 [27] , and detailed benchmarks will be published in the near future. Elaborate optimization of the force field of the CABS model that is now underway [22] should only increase the predictive strength of this modeling tool. Another interesting observation resulting from this work is that the type of geometrical representation (lattice vs. off-lattice) of the protein is not very important for the quality of the models. Indeed, the results from the continuous space REFINER, which enables an exact representation of the main chain united atoms and a more accurate (than in the case of the lattice models) representation of the side chains are on average no better than the CABS results. More likely, the structural specificity of the applied force field (and, perhaps, the sampling details) is the deciding factor. In more general comparative modeling applications, the implementation of template (templates) restraints will be very important.
Generic (and secondary structure biased) protein-like conformational stiffness
First, we describe the set of sequence independent potentials (or conformational biases) that provides protein-like, conformational stiffness, thereby reducing the conformational space of the model. A detailed description of the generic protein-like conformational biases seems appropriate, since these potentials are very characteristic of our approach to protein modeling. All-atom models do not need them, since the detailed interactions between atoms, to a large extent, provide proper local conformational stiffness. Similarly, quite successful methods based on protein assembly from small fragments excised from the structural database [29, 30] do not need the majority of such terms of the force field. Recently, our approach to protein structure modeling became comparable in accuracy (and predictive strength) with the methods based on fragment assembly [18, [20] [21] [22] . Thus, it is very likely that the way the intraprotein interactions are designed in our high-coordination lattice models actually reflects some basic physical features of polypeptides and proteins.
Consider a sequence of five backbone vectors, as shown schematically in Figure 3 and residues i+1,i+2, i+3 are not assigned as β-type,
for: |r i+4 − r i | > 11.0 Å, and residues i+1,i+2, i+3 are not assigned as α-type,
In the above equations:
where: S is the radius of gyration of the protein (S can be computed quite accurately for single domain globular proteins from the number of amino acids) and s is the mean square distance of the center of mass of the discussed fragment from the center of mass of the polypeptide chain in the actual conformation. The symbol || denotes vector length.
The conditions written in Equation 1 mean that the chain conformation is penalized for breaking a stretch of compact (usually helical) or expanded conformations (see Figure 3 for a reference). Equation 2 and Equation 3 describe the conditions for the energetically favored helical or β-type conformations of short fragments, respectively. When a predicted (or experimental) secondary structure assignment is known (in a three-letter code), these loosely defined helical or expanded conformation biases are applied selectively; i.e., the helical bias is never applied to the putative β-type fragments, and vice versa. The scaling of the biases by factor f provides more flexibility for the chain fragments located on the surface of the globule or in a swollen denatured state than in the core of the protein. The prefactor 0.5 in Equation 5 is an arbitrary one, adjusted by trial and error, using the criterion of a protein-like distribution of local distances in the model polypeptide chain. The only parameter that scales the entire scheme is denoted by ε g , and it is equal to 1.0 at reduced (dimensionless) temperatures of 1.0-2.0.
Local protein-like biases described above lead to a protein-like distribution of local conformations, even in the absence of any sequence-dependent potential. Sometimes fragments of structures 'crumple', forming excessively folded clusters of very short elements of secondary structure. To eliminate this effect, a medium-range generic stiffness term has been introduced in the form of a penalty for too close in sequence U-turns (or a short N-shaped fragment) of the model chain:
The minimal length of the stretch (5 residues) between turns and the value of the prefactor in the potentials were adjusted by trial and error. Again, the proteinlike distribution of distances between chain U-turns in a folded structure was used as a criterion.
For the fragments with an assumed secondary structure, one more conformational bias has been introduced. In all previous applications of the model, very conservative consensus predictions of the secondary structure were employed. Namely, only the consensus predictions of a helix or a β-strand from high scoring (score>4) outputs of the automatic servers PHD or PSI-PRED were accounted for (see http://www.embl-heidelberg.de/predict protein/predictprotein.html). In the present application, the secondary structure bias is of marginal importance since most of the protein's structure is frozen during the simulations.
where for helical fragments: d = abs(|r i+7 − r i | − 10.75 Å) with δ = 0 for d < 0.61 and δ = 1 elsewhere, and for β-type fragments: d = abs(|r i+6 − r i | − 19.1 Å) −1.0 Å with δ = 0 for d < 1.22 Å and δ = 1 elsewhere, no bias superimposed onto fragments that contain coil-assigned residues; δ = 0. In the above definitions, 10.75 Å is the average distance between the i-th and i+7-th residues in helices, while 19.1 Å is the average distance between the i-th and i+6-th residues in β-strands. The different distance along the chain and a different definition of the β function for both types of secondary structure is related to the different spacing between residues along the chain and different dispersion of the distances.
The total energy of the model chain resulting from the generic local conformational stiffness is the sum of all four components over the entire chain (of course, the range of summation differs for various terms due to different lengths of the fragments involved) and could be written symbolically as follows:
Sequence-dependent short-range interactions
These statistical potentials have a form of histograms and were derived from the statistics of a non-redundant structural database (35% sequence identity cut-off) of globular proteins. -The potentials controlling the distance between the i-th and i+2-nd residues have two bins (rough division between helical and expanded conformations) and depend on the identity of the two flanking amino acids. -The potentials controlling the distance between the i-th and i+3-rd residues have 24 bins (width of 1 Å) for the distance |r i+3 − r i | * and depend on the identity of the two central amino acids. The range of |r i+3 − r i | * is (−12, 12) and the symbol ' * ' denotes the chiral character of this potential. Negative (positive) values denote left-handed (right-handed) conformations of the three-bond fragments. -The potentials controlling the distance between the i-th and i+4-th residues have 16 bins (width of 1 Å) of the |r i+4 − r i | and depend on the identity of the two flanking amino acids. The short-range potentials (except the first one) were derived from three subsets of the database: the entire database (basic potential), the database of predominantly helical proteins and the database of predominantly β-type proteins. For those fragments strongly assigned as helical or expanded, the basic potentials were modified via 50/50 convex combinations with appropriate database-biased potentials. The scaling factor for the short-range interactions is equal to 0.25-0.5. This magnitude of the potential ensures the proper (protein-like) level of secondary structure in model chains. The details of the derivation of these short range potentials are essentially identical to that described previously for the SICHO model [13, 14, 17] . The only significant difference is that in the SICHO model, the short-range potential controls distances between side-group united atoms, whereas the CABS model operates on the Cα distances. The short-range potentials for the Cα trace are better defined (sharper helical peaks, etc.) than for the virtual chains of side groups. On the other hand, the SICHO short range potential accommodates to some extent local packing preferences (or various rotational isomeric preferences) of the side chains. All potentials can be found on our web site (http://www.biocomp.chem.uw.edu.pl). Therefore, we will not provide here a more detailed elaboration of the technical details.
Model of hydrogen bonds
Only main chain hydrogen bonds are accounted for in the model. They are treated in an implicit way. Specifically, it is easy to check that the presence of the main chain hydrogen bonds translates onto a specific geometrical arrangement of the Cα atoms. Thus, as in many previous applications, the model 'hydrogen bond' is defined as highly directional interactions between Cαs. Such an approach leads to some necessary 'renumbering' of the interacting residues. For instance, the canonical hydrogen bond between the i-th and i+4-th residues in helices translates in the Cα-Cα substitute as occurring between the i-th and i+3-rd Cαs. A detailed explanation of the reasons for such renumbering can be found in our previous publications on the SICHO model [14, 17] . Figure 4 provides a geometric reference for the definition of the model hydrogen bond. The vectors h are orthogonal to the planes formed by two consecutive Cα-Cα vectors (collinear conformations of the main chain are forbidden), and their length is equal to 4.5 Å. Residues i and j are 'hydrogen bonded' when the following set of geometrical conditions are satisfied:
The first condition defines a distance cut-off for the interacting atoms. The second condition means that the angle between the vectors is less than 60 • or greater than 120 • . The third means that the relevant two bond fragments have an approximately parallel (as in helices and parallel β-sheets) or antiparallel mutual orientation (as in antiparallel sheets). The fourth condition means that the vector h i points in the vicinity of the jth Cα. A similar condition holds for the second 'hydrogen bond' -i.e., |r i − r j | − |h j | < 1.9 Å. Thus, there are always up to two 'hydrogen bonds' per one Cα (similarly, up to two hydrogen bonds per residue in all-atom models, or real proteins). Additionally, the model hydrogen bonds between the i-th and i+4-th residues are forbidden (not counted), since bifurcation of hydrogen bonds in model helices causes distortion. Also, in order to prevent nonphysical crumpling of the β-structures, the parallel β-type of hydrogen bonds for |i − j | < 20 are not allowed. Such regularity can be observed in real protein structures. With the above definition, the model hydrogen bonds rarely bifurcate (bifurcation would result in more than two bonds per residue). The DSSP assignment of hydrogen bonds in crystal structures correlates very well with the model definition (ca. 90% of hydrogen bonds coincide). The strength of model hydrogen bonds is computed as follows:
where 
where g ij is the factor that amplifies the strength of the hydrogen bonds in the predicted (assigned) secondary structure elements and is equal to 1.5 for intrahelical hydrogen bonds and β-sheet assigned residues; otherwise, g ij = 1.0. Such differentiation of the strength of hydrogen bonds has a noticeable effect on the assembly of the correct topology in ab initio folding. For instance, strongly predicted β-strands are usually the inner strands of a β-sheet. Stronger model hydrogen bonds tend to be saturated (two bonds per residue) first. Consequently, the proper strands tend to be buried inside a sheet, instead being the edge strands with one hydrogen bond per residue. Similarly, intrahelical hydrogen bonds propagate helices, while the weaker bonds at the caps of a helix may break the pattern and allow formation of a turn or loop.
Pairwise interactions of the side groups
The statistical potential for the side chain interactions is orientation dependent. Three types of side chain contacts are considered: parallel, intermediate and antiparallel. It seems to be a rather important feature of our force field, which is usually ignored in other statistical potentials. In this approach, the value of the Lys-Glu potential is equal to −1.0, 0.2 and 1.4 for the parallel, intermediate and antiparallel orientations, respectively. Ignoring the angular dependence leads to averaging out of the potential. Consequently, the very strong tendency of the charged residues to adopt mutually parallel orientation of the side groups on the protein surface will be absent in an orientation independent knowledge-based potential. During the derivation of the potentials, two side chains are considered to be 'in contact' when any pair of their heavy atoms are closer to each other than 4.5n Å. The resulting cut-off distances for the side chain center of mass are therefore pair-specific. See the appropriate tables at www.biocomp.chem.uw.edu.pl. Additionally, to account for roughly averaged electrostatic interactions, a tail potential was added for pairs of charged residues E Sg = (f ij × ε ij )
where: f ij = 1 for R min < R ij < R max and: f ij = (R max /R ij ) 2 for R max < R ij (10) For values R ij < R min , there is a constant, high value repulsive energy (soft core excluded volume for the side chains, while hard core assumed for Cα and Cβ united atoms). R ij denotes the distance between the centers of interacting side chains, and R min and R max are the cut-off distances for the square well (or square shoulder) potentials.
Burial potentials
Due to the lack of explicit solvent in the model of the force field, the hydrophobic effect is accounted for on the level of packing regularizing potentials. First, there are very weak centrosymmetric interactions that reflect the tendency of the nonpolar residues to be buried inside the protein globule. Then, a packing 'profile' was built for all side chains in a form of statistical potential controlling the number of parallel, intermediate and antiparallel contacts. This is a somewhat different and simpler approach to the burial interactions than that employed in the SICHO model, where the solvent exposure was calculated explicitly in an approximate fashion [17] . The model has two more packing controlling potentials -one includes a predicted target number of contacts in the folded structure, and the second includes the average contact order. In this particular application of loop modeling with a fixed remainder of the molecule, these two components are marginal and could be safely ignored. They were merely mentioned for the sake of completeness.
The sampling of CABS structures was performed using the REMC algorithm [20, 21, 24, 25] , with 20 replicas and the lowest replica assigned to the reduced temperature T = 1.0.
